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 All YES/NO fields should be done as Boolean values. YES = -1, NO = 0  

Note: If adding multiple information against one stock item, for example different barcodes, these should added on the same 

line for the stock item.  

For importing SCS items see page 5. 

 

Field name  Required?  Description  Type  Characters  

CONTROLLED  YES  Is the item stock controlled? YES/NO  4  

STOCK_CODE  YES  The unique stock code of the item. FREE TEXT  
  

30  

SHORT_DESC  YES  The short description of the stock item. This appears on 

picking sheets, invoices etc. 
FREE TEXT  250  

STOCK_TYPE1  YES  Is the top level of stock types structure. No physical stock is 

held under this level. 
FREE TEXT  100  

  

STOCK_TYPE2  YES  Main stock type/level - this level is where physical stock items 

are held and is the one used to set nominal mapping and filter 

on sales reports. It is the most important level of 

categorisation. 

THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT STOCK TYPE.  

FREE TEXT  100  

BUY_PRICE  YES  The default cost (in the system's base currency) of buying the 

product from a supplier (can be net or gross, but this decision 

will affect how your system functions) as held against the 

Stock Item. The Stock Buy Price is also used as the Stock Value 

(required for Cost of Sale analysis) 

NUMBER  20  

SELL_PRICE  YES  The default selling price to the customer (can be net or gross, 

but this decision will affect how your system functions) 

NUMBER  20  

TAX_CODE  YES  The integer code representing the tax rate of the product: 1 = 

Standard 20% (default) / 2 = Zero 0% / 3 = Exempt / 4 = 

Reduced 5% / 5 = Old Rate (pre 1st Dec 2008) 17.5% / 6 = 

2009 Rate (01-Dec-2008 to 31-Dec-2009) 15% 

NUMBER  4  

STOCK_TYPE3  NO  Optional further type/level for use in further sales analysis, 

and product locating (if using 4 levels, this level acts as a mid-

type header level an stock cannot be held under this level, if 

using 3 levels in your stock structure use stock_types 1, 2 & 4). 

FREE TEXT  100  

STOCK_TYPE4  NO  Optional further type/category for use in further sales analysis, 

and product locating (if using 3 levels in your stock structure 

use stock_types 1, 2 & 4). 

FREE TEXT  100  
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 LONG_DESC  NO  The long description for the product, used as a telesales 

information and/or web site long description. 

FREE TEXT  2000  

Image:FILE_NAME  NO  The URL for the image. FREE TEXT  255  

Image:IMAGE_NAME  NO  Used only as a reference. e.g. "Main Image" or "Thumbnail" FREE TEXT  200  

Image:IMAGE_DESC  NO  Used only as a reference where the user can hold a 

description of the image. e.g. Front view of <item name> or 

Side view of <item name>.   

FREE TEXT  200  

Image:SORT_ORDER  NO  Controls the order in which the image should show, when 

there is more than one image for the same product.  
NUMBER  4  

Supplier:COMPANY_C

ODE  

NO  The URN (company code) for the supplier of this item (if 

undefined there will be no stock / supplier links). Must match 

exactly on the supplier URN, which must already exist within 

the database. 

FREE TEXT  50  

Supplier:COMPANY_N
AME 

 

NO The Supplier Name of the supplier of this item (if undefined 

there will be no stock / supplier links). Must match exactly on 

the supplier Name, which must already exist within the 

database 

FREE TEXT 100 

Supplier:SUPPLIER_RE

F  

NO  Having linked a stock item with a supplier, this would be the 

supplier’s stock code (SKU) for this product. 
FREE TEXT  20  

Supplier:PURHCASE_C

OST  

NO  Having linked a Stock Item with a Supplier, this would be the 

cost of buying the product from the supplier in the currency 

set against the supplier. 

NUMBER  20  

Supplier:DISCOUNT  NO  Having linked a Stock Item with a Supplier, this would be the 

discount % applicable to this Stock Item from this Supplier. 
NUMBER  20  

  

Supplier:REORDER_QT

Y  

  

NO  Having linked a Stock Item with a Supplier, this would be the 

default quantity to reorder of this Stock Item from this 

Supplier. 

NUMBER  20  

Supplier:DEFAULT_SUP

PLIER  

  

NO  Indicates whether the supplier is the default / primary 

supplier of this stock item. This should be -1 for true and 0 for 

false.  

There should only be 1 default supplier per stock item.   

YES/NO  4  

AVAILABILITY  

  

NO  Free text field that usually denotes a description of why a 

stock item is not available (e.g. "Dock strike, shipments late"), 

but it can be used for other purposes. 

FREE TEXT  50  
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 PURCHASE_MULTIPLE  

  

NO  When ordering from supplier this "Reorder Multiple" can be 

used to round quantities to the nearest pack size (e.g. eggs 

may be sold individually but are purchased in boxes of 6). 

NUMBER  20  

REORDER_QTY  

  

NO  Re-order Quantity - The base re-order quantity to be used. NUMBER  20  

AVERAGE_WEIGHT  

  

NO  Number only that can be in grams or kilograms (consistently), 

used to determine the average weight of sales orders. 
NUMBER  20  

HEIGHT  NO  Height of the stock item. NUMBER  20  

WIDTH  NO  Width of the stock item. NUMBER  20  

DEPTH  NO  Depth of the stock item. NUMBER  20  

REORDER_LEVEL  NO  Quantity - Used to show when a stock item's stock level has 

fallen below the safe level. 

NUMBER  20  

MIN_LEVEL  NO  Quantity - Used to show when a stock item's stock level has 

fallen below the minimum level 

NUMBER  20  

OTHER_REF  NO  Commonly used to store the bar code, if only referencing one 

barcode, but could be another reference for the stock item, 

perhaps a product code that links to your web site. 

FREE TEXT   40  

MANUFACTURER  NO  Note: this is not the supplier (although it could be). This value 

is used for reference only on the stock properties form. 

FREE TEXT  100  

LEAD_TIME  NO  The number of days this item usually takes to come from your 

supplier. 

NUMBER  4  

PICKING_LOCATION  NO  This is a free text field to describe the location of the item. FREE TEXT  30  

DROP_SHIP  NO  Is the item drop shipped (i.e. despatched direct from 

supplier?) 

YES/NO  4  

Barcode:TYPE  NO  This is the type of barcode to be used in the barcode table. 

e.g. EAN13, EAN8, CODE39. Is also used for channel listings to 

store Amazon SKU and ASIN. 

FREE TEXT  100  

Barcode:BARCODE  NO  The actual barcode, Amazon SKU or ASIN. FREE TEXT  50  

STOCK_VALUE NO The value of this stock item NUMBER 20 

PICKING_ORDER NO This is a text field which controls the order of items on a 

picking report. Format example: 000, 001, 002, etc. In the 

absence of picking order, picking location will be used to 

order the report. 

FREE TEXT 5 
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 Importing SCS Stock Items 

When importing SCS stock items the following field names are required. When the items are imported, the system will create 

the stock items and the parent item based on the structure defined in the import. 

 

Field name  Required?  Description  Type  Characters  

CONTROLLED  YES  Is the item stock controlled? YES/NO  4  

STOCK_CODE  YES  The stock code of the parent item. The child SCS_SK# will be 

appended to this code to make the individual child stock 

codes. 

FREE TEXT  
  

30  

SHORT_DESC  YES  The short description of the parent stock item. The child 

SCS_DESC# will be appended to this description to make the 

individual child stock short descriptions. This appears on 

picking sheets, invoices etc. 

FREE TEXT  250  

STOCK_TYPE1  YES  Is the top level of stock types structure. No physical stock is 

held under this level. 
FREE TEXT  100  

  

STOCK_TYPE2  YES  Main stock type/level - this level is where physical stock items 

are held and is the one used to set nominal mapping and filter 

on sales reports. It is the most important level of 

categorisation. 

THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT STOCK TYPE.  

FREE TEXT  100  

BUY_PRICE  YES  The default cost (in the system's base currency) of buying the 

product from a supplier (can be net or gross, but this decision 

will affect how your system functions) as held against the 

Stock Item. The Stock Buy Price is also used as the Stock Value 

(required for Cost of Sale analysis) 

NUMBER  20  

SELL_PRICE  YES  The default selling price to the customer (can be net or gross, 

but this decision will affect how your system functions) 

NUMBER  20  

TAX_CODE  YES  The integer code representing the tax rate of the product: 1 = 

Standard 20% (default) / 2 = Zero 0% / 3 = Exempt / 4 = 

Reduced 5% / 5 = Old Rate (pre 1st Dec 2008) 17.5% / 6 = 

2009 Rate (01-Dec-2008 to 31-Dec-2009) 15% 

NUMBER  4  

SCS_SK1 Yes The value that will be used as part of the stock code and it is 

linked to the SCS_DESC1 below. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_SK2 No* The value that will be used as part of the stock code and it is 

linked to the SCS_DESC2 below. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_SK3 No* The value that will be used as part of the stock code and it is 

linked to the SCS_DESC3 below. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_SK4 No* The value that will be used as part of the stock code and it is 

linked to the SCS_DESC4 below. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_DESC1 Yes The value that will be used as part of the stock short 

description and it is linked to the SCS_SK1 above. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_DESC2 No* The value that will be used as part of the stock short 

description and it is linked to the SCS_SK2 above. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_DESC3 No* The value that will be used as part of the stock short 

description and it is linked to the SCS_SK3 above. 

FREE TEXT  
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 SCS_DESC4 No* The value that will be used as part of the stock short 

description and it is linked to the SCS_SK4 above. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_CAPTION1 Yes The description of the values in the first element, for example 

Size, Colour, Style, Material. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_CAPTION2 No* The description of the values in the second element, for 

example Size, Colour, Style, Material. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_CAPTION3 No* The description of the values in the third element, for 

example Size, Colour, Style, Material. 

FREE TEXT  

SCS_CAPTION4 No* The description of the values in the fourth element, for 

example Size, Colour, Style, Material. 

FREE TEXT  

 

Notes: 

1. *Levels 2-4 for SCS_SK, SCS_DESC and SCS_CAPTION are not required unless there is more than one level of child items. 

If there are 2 levels then you will need SCS_SK2, SCS_DESC2 and SCS_CAPTION2, for 3 levels you will need all level 2 plus 

SCS_SK3, SCS_DESC3 and SCS_CAPTION3 and for level 4 you will need all levels 2 and 3 plus SCS_SK4, SCS_DESC4 and 

SCS_CAPTION4. 

2. The system will import and then create the SCS items using the following format: 

a. Stock Code Parent Code- SCS_SK1- SCS_SK2- SCS_SK3- SCS_SK4 

b. Stock Description  

 

 

 All YES/NO fields should be done as Boolean values. YES = -1, NO = 0  


